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Football is big business. The top teams and leagues in world football generate billions of dollars in revenue and serve an audience of billions of fans. This book focuses on the marketing of football as the apex of the contemporary football industry. Drawing upon key theories and concepts in sport marketing, it highlights the critical strategic and operational elements that underpin effective marketing in football clubs around the world. From the English Premier League to Major League Soccer, this handbook addresses the most important developments in sponsorship, marketing communications, digital marketing strategies, customer relationship management and social media.
Written by a team of leading football marketing experts, it presents the latest cutting-edge research in case studies from countries including the UK, USA, France, Spain, Germany, Italy, China and Japan. The only up-to-date book on football marketing written from a truly international perspective, the Routledge Handbook of Football Marketing is an invaluable resource for any researcher or advanced student with an interest in football marketing, as well as all marketers working in the professional football business.
Newcastle United is a colourful football club at the very heart of the city's community and one with a rich history and tradition. One character has become synonymous with the Black 'n' Whites and their famous striped shirts - the centre-forward, the No. 9 hero, the man who has pulled on the 'Shirt of Legends'. Since the club's earliest days, the rapport between Newcastle's fervent Geordie supporters and United's centre-forward has been one of the great tales of soccer: one full of incident, controversy and fabulous goalscoring feats. Much rests on the shoulders of United's centre-forward. He carries the dreams of thousands and the hopes of a whole Geordie nation. From Peddie,
Appleyard and Shepherd to Wee Hughie Gallacher and the 'Smiling Assassin', Albert Stubbins. Onwards with 'Wor' Jackie Milburn - a legend in himself - Len White, the mighty Wyn Davies and a brash cockney, Malcolm Macdonald - 'Supermac' to all. And including modern-day icons: Andy Cole, Les Ferdinand and Alan Shearer - perhaps the biggest No. 9 hero of them all. They have been a mixed bunch: some tall, lean and fast; some small, tricky and highly skilled.Others have been graceful; a few have roved along the forward line, while there have been robust, aggressive characters on view, too. Some have been masterful in the air, while several struck the ball with
terrific power; others have possessed the art of placement and, a few, the ultimate poacher's instinct in front of goal. But all had the same mission: to score goals and, whatever their style, if they donned the centre-forward shirt for Newcastle United, they were treated as gods. Shirt of Legends is about all of those players - the many different characters and personalities in the centre-forward role who have worn Newcastle United's No. 9 shirt since its introduction in 1939.
Celebrate the birth of your newborn with this beautifully created Baby Book. Mark down all the milestones for your baby boy or baby girl.Your Newcastle United FC Baby Book will have pages for: Arrival Height First Steps First Tooth First Christmas First Birthday First Friends First Photos Newcastle United Football Club, Newcastle United FC, Newcastle United FC Book, Newcastle United Baby Book
Celebrate the year with your very own 2022 diary. Perfect for: School Home School Office College Every day tasks Included in this 2022 diary is: Goals for the year Birthday Reminders Important DatesMonth per Page Diary Week per Page Diary
Newcastle United (Official) No. 1 Fan
Black and White Knight
The Official Newcastle United FC Annual 2023
Newcastle United Weekly Planner
Newcastle United Cult Heroes
Official Newcastle United FC Annual 2013

Newcastle United and Sunderland football clubs generate a rivalry that assumes a greater importance than any other in English football. Perhaps in British football only that between Rangers and Celtic in Glasgow can match it and that is fuelled by sectarian bigotry.Newcastle and Sunderland are not even in the same city. Fifteen miles separates the rivers Tyne and the Wear but the rivalry is stronger than that which exists even in cities with more than one club like Birmingham, Liverpool and Manchester.The most detailed history of Newcastle v Sunderland derbies
ever produced; it includes match reports of every league and cup derby game between these old rivals with descriptions of every goal scored. Key players are profiled and every player who has played in Tyne-Wear derbies is assessed.A book that fans of both the Magpies and the Black Cats cannot be without.
The Official Newcastle United Soccer Annual 2023 looks back on the highs and lows of the most recent campaign. As always, the Annual is packed full with interesting articles, looking at players and eras of days gone by and United's history. Packed with fun quizzes, player profiles, a season review and outstanding photography, it's a read sure to keep all United fans happily entertained. IMAGES OF 2022 ANNUAL FOR ILLUSTRATIVE PURPOSES ONLY
The Official Newcastle United Soccer Annual 2021 looks back on the highs and lows of the most recent campaign. As always, the Annual is packed full with interesting articles, looking at players and eras of days gone by and United's history. Packed with fun quizzes, player profiles, a season review and outstanding photography, it's a read sure to keep all United fans happily entertained. IMAGE OF 2020 ANNUAL FOR ILLUSTRATIVE PURPOSES
Rivals: Classic Tyne and Wear Derby Games features titanic games, football legends and social disorder. This fixture has it all and can trace its sporting roots way back to the 19th Century and the formation by Teachers of a famous Wearside club, whilst its legendary Tyneside neighbours owe their existence to Cricket. A story unfolds that is not for the faint hearted. The distance from Newcastle to Sunderland is 12 miles; it might as well be a million, such is the disparity in views. This is the most thorough and unbiased account of this unending rivalry ever written.
Quirky stories, hard hitting script, pointed views and some wonderful images, from the archives of The Daily Mirror.
The Amazing Journey – How Newcastle United Conquered Europe
Newcastle United FC Quiz, Newcastle United Football Club, Quiz Book, Football Quiz, Newcastle United FC
Volume One (Pre 1910)
The Toon
Newcastle United Vs Sunderland
A Bibliography, 1995-1999 : Including Index to Sports History Journals, Conference Proceedings and Essay Collections

Newcastle United Football Club is an English professional football club based in Newcastle upon Tyne, Tyne and Wear, that plays in the Premier League, the top tier of English football. Founded in 1892 by the merger of Newcastle East End and Newcastle West End. Notebook details: Interior & paper type: Black & white interior with cream paper Bleed Settings: No Bleed Paperback cover finish: Matte Trim Size:
6 x 9 in Page Count: 122
Test your Newcastle United FC knowledge with this quick fire quiz aimed at fans of all ages. With only 90 minutes on the clock, can you beat your opponent? Would you really know the answer to: The Stadium name? The year the club was formed? The club's highest scorer? The club's biggest ever win? ... and much much more Newcastle United Football Club, Newcastle United FC, Newcastle United FC Book,
Newcastle United Quiz
The noise grew. Everywhere you looked Newcastle fans were on their feet, United, at last, in song. St James' Park was rocking, a noise that carried down from the cathedral at the top of the hill, down through the city. It felt like a celebration. It wasn't. Newcastle -- facing Tottenham Hotspur on the last day of the 2015/16 Premier League season -- had already been relegated. The fervent atmosphere was
instead a final call of support for the manager, Rafa Benitez. It was only his tenth game in charge -- not enough time for him to steer Newcastle clear of relegation -- yet the St James' crowd were imploring him to stay. The Spaniard had fallen into the hearts of the people of Tyneside. Spurs -- second in the league before kick-off -- were beaten 5-1. A club was stirring back to life. The job at hand though, was
huge: galvanise and resurrect a club and its football obsessed city. He had to strip away years of neglect, breathe life into flawed structures, clear dressing rooms, rebuild belief, attempt to give the people of Newcastle their pride back. Rafa's Way tells the story of the remarkable Championship campaign that followed, the turnaround in the fortunes of Newcastle United and the dramatic promotion. It charts
Benitez's overhaul of everything within a troubled club, his impact on its city, and how he immersed himself in a community that persuaded him to stay, and could not bear to see him leave. Rafa's Way talks in-depth to Benitez, about his beliefs and the challenge he faced, to the players, the key men in black and white stripes who made Newcastle United champions, and delves into the very heart of a football
club as it emerged from the ashes.
Black and White Knight: How Sir Bobby Robson Made Newcastle United Again is a story of rebirth and redemption. Fractured, disillusioned and second bottom in the Premier League, the Magpies were heading one way under Ruud Gullit: down. The magic of Kevin Keegan's 'Entertainers' era was a distant memory, but in September 1999, Sir Bobby Robson, a son of County Durham, returned home and became a
catalyst for change. Talisman Alan Shearer was smiling and scoring, and everyone was dreaming again. Three years later, Newcastle qualified for the Champions League, where they went toe-to-toe with the likes of Inter Milan, Barcelona and Juventus, making history on an amazing journey and playing a brand of football full of energy, verve and attacking intent. A genius in man-management, Sir Bobby's
experience and aura gave the club its soul back; Black and White Knight details how he mended divisions and massaged egos to make Newcastle everyone's second favourite team once again.
The Official Newcastle United Annual 2021
Newcastle United
The Official Newcastle United F.C. Calendar 2022
The Day the Promises Had to St.op
International Sport
The Story of Newcastle United's No. 9 Heroes
The magnificent story of a writer's lifelong obsession with his city and its football club. When 5-year-old Michael Chaplin landed in a strange city of ships in the late 1950s, he looked in vain for something that would anchor him to it, make him feel at home. Then, one Saturday afternoon, it came: the roar of a crowd, and a football team to support. Young Michael became an avid
Newcastle United fan, and has remained one-if sometimes disenchanted-for over sixty years. In this football memoir with a difference, the celebrated playwright and screenwriter tells the story of his six-decade love affair with the club, each chapter recreating an iconic Newcastle match: the players who graced the game, the managers in the dug-out, and the backdrop outside the stadiumboth the changing face of Newcastle, and the ups and downs of Michael's own life and career. This vivid, thoughtful and entertaining book is an absolute must-read for all Newcastle United supporters, and indeed-given that the club is often described as everyone's second favourite-for football fans everywhere...
When Newcastle United crashed out of the FA Cup in Cardiff in April 2005, it was official: the second best-supported club in England and the eleventh richest in the world had completed 50 years without winning a domestic trophy. Since their last success - an FA Cup win in 1955 - no less than thirty-two clubs have won one of the three major prizes in the English game, but not the Magpies.
In that half century, they've employed some of the biggest names in world football, yet most of their fanatical supporters have never seen them win a pot. In 2004, Sir Bobby Robson paid the price for failing to bring the holy grail to the Geordie faithful. And in 2006, Graeme Souness was next to go, the 17th manager to try - and fail - to win one of English football's glittering prizes
for the longest suffering fans in the land. In Newcastle United: Fifty Years of Hurt, Ged Clarke examines this extraordinary football phenomenon with all the humour you would expect from a disappointed but dedicated United fan. He chronicles the decades of disaster and talks to Newcastle legends such as Peter Beardsley, Les Ferdinand, Jack Charlton, Bob Moncur and Malcolm Macdonald in a
bid to discover an explanation for the longest losing streak in top-class football.
Newcastle United Cult Heroes recounts the careers of 20 of the club's greatest icons, men who entertained, week in, week out and regularly set fans' pulses racing. Each individual biography analyses each player's career, and examines exactly each player was idolised and how they achieved cult status. Featuring Colin Veitch, Bill McCracken, Albert Shepherd, Hughie Gallacher, Albert
Stubbins, Len Shackleton, Jackie Milburn, Joe Harvey, Frank Brennan, George Robledo, Bobby Mitchell, Len White, Wyn Davies, Malcolm Macdonald, Tony Green, Kevin Keegan, Peter Beardsley, Paul Gascoigne, Andy Cole and Alan Shearer.Key features- Part of the popular and successful Cult Heroes series which features a number of football clubs- Features 20 of Newcastle United's most iconic
players of all time- Details their careers, their impact on the club and the reasons why they were such cult figures- Includes contemporary and historic images of those legendary figures featured- Written by respected football author Dylan Younger
Supporting Newcastle United Football Club to many isnt just football, its a religion and St James Park isnt a stadium, its thier church. But where did NUFC begin? How has it became what it is today? These are just two of the questions that are answered in this book.
Newcastle United Planner, Newcastle United Football Club, Newcastle United FC
Official Newcastle United Football Club Calendar 2009
Sixty Years in Black and White
The History of Newcastle United Football Club
Much More Than Just a Football Club
How Sir Bobby Robson Made Newcastle United Again
As Newcastle United Football Club completes fifty years without a major trophy, The Amazing Journey - How Newcastle United Conquered Europe takes a fresh, original look at the Magpies' remarkable achievement of winning the Inter-Cities Fairs Cup in 1969. Sports journalist and translator Matthew Watson-Broughton travelled to eight European countries to interview dozens of footballers who played in this campaign,
either for the Black-and-Whites or for one of their six opponents, all of which were expected to beat Joe Harvey's team but were ultimately shattered by Geordie grit, unstoppable performances and spectacular goals. That Newcastle's first-round victims Feyenoord were good enough to become champions of Europe the following year shows the scale of the challenge Harvey's heroes had to overcome. As well as using 100
evocative photos to illustrate each step of the campaign, Matthew tracked down and met many fans, journalists, all of Newcastle's former stars and at least three players from each opposing team, a number of whom were real, international stars. Now, the locally-born author reveals their many fabulous, previously-unpublished stories and opinions in this definitive account of Newcastle United’s least-likely but perhaps
greatest-ever triumph.
This Newcastle United Football Club 2017 Diary for the academic year 2017 enables you to keep organised and up to date,with plenty of space to write notes,lists or appointments,Diary runs from 1st january 2017 to 31st december 2017.
There has been an explosion in the quantity of sports history literature published in recent years, making it increasingly difficult to keep abreast of developments. The annual number of publications has increased from around 250 to 1,000 a year over the last decade. This is due in part to the fact that during the late 1980s and 90s, many clubs, leagues and governing bodies of sport have celebrated their centenaries
and produced histories to mark this occasion and commemorate their achievements. It is also the result of the growing popularity and realisation of the importance of sport history research within academe. This international bibliography of books, articles, conference proceedings and essays in the English language is a one-stop for the sports historian to know what is new.
With the large number of troops stationed in and around the area and its position as a major industrial city, which focused on armaments production, shipbuilding and heavy engineering, the realities of the war were always prominently felt in Newcastle-upon-Tyne. The city played a key role in the nation's war effort, as it was a key port and the nation's major exporter of coal a vital link in keeping the war effort
going.The proud tradition of military service in the region was reflected in the huge numbers of Newcastle men and women who came forward to serve in the military or in roles such as nursing. The city was the recruitment centre and driving force for the formation of numerous 'Pals' Battalions and the Northumberland Fusiliers, which raised more battalions than any other regiment during the war.For many of those left
behind the war was a time of fear and hardship. This book documents the struggle that many suffering families faced in coping with rising wartime prices, longer working hours, endless worry, wartime policies and severe shortages. These issues are brought to light throughout, with a view to how they affected the people of Newcastle and how, with audacity and courage, Newcastle's citizens overcame them. By the end of
the war so many Newcastle men had been killed, and others faced an uncertain future in a shattered post-war economy. Despite this, the workers of Newcastle continued to provide incredible charitable support until the end of the war in addition to their already momentous efforts. These efforts are considered greatly in this enlightening book, which is a testimony to the bravery, self-sacrifice and determination of the
people of Newcastle-upon-Tyne during the Great War.
Football Game Report Notebook
Your 2022 Football Diary, Newcastle United FC, Newcastle United Football Club, Newcastle United Book
Shirt of Legends
A Nostalgic Look at a Century of the Club
Notebook/Journal/Diary for NEWCASTLE UNITED FC Fans 6x9 Inches 120 Lined Pages A5
Ha'Way/Howay The Lads

When 5-year-old Michael Chaplin landed in a strange city of ships in the late 1950s, he looked in vain for something that would anchor him to it, make him feel at home. Then, one Saturday afternoon, it came: the roar of a crowd, and a football team to support. Young Michael became an avid Newcastle United fan, and has remained one–if sometimes disenchanted–for over sixty years. In this football memoir with a difference, the celebrated playwright and screenwriter tells the story of his six-decade love affair with the club, each chapter recreating an iconic Newcastle match: the players who graced the
game, the managers in the dug-out, and the backdrop outside the stadium–both the changing face of Newcastle, and the ups and downs of Michael’s own life and career. This vivid, thoughtful and entertaining book is an absolute must-read for all Newcastle United supporters, and indeed—given that the club is often described as everyone’s second favourite—for football fans everywhere
Race against the clock in this fast-paced Newcastle United FC Quiz Book. Can you beat the final whistle to beat your friends as the 90th minute approaches? This Newcastle United FC Quiz Book contains questions designed for the most devout Newcastle United fan as well as the up and coming Newcastle United novice.
This is a superbly presented collection of photographs of Newcastle United Football Club from the early days until 1992, freshly selected from over 10,000 images in the Daily Mirror archive. These evocative pictures, many previously unpublished, chart the rise of one of the most talked about football clubs in the English game.
Newcastle United On This Day recounts, in diary form, major events and magic moments in the history of the Magpies. Such as the great triumphs of the 1900s when three league titles were won, the 1950s when three FA Cups were brought back to Tyneside and the heady European triumph of 1969. Less happy days like relegations and miserable FA Cup exits to lower division teams are also chronicled. Alongside the achievements and matches, great players like Peter McWilliam, Colin Veitch, Hughie Gallacher, Frank Hudspeth, Jackie Milburn, Bobby Mitchell, Bobby Moncur, Malcolm MacDonald and
Alan Shearer all appear.Key features- Part of the popular and successful On This Day series which features a number of football, cricket and sports clubs- Includes contemporary and historic images of club legends and from the key events and matches from the club's colourful history- Written by veteran football author and historian David Potter, author of a number of football titles
Toon Teasers
The Resurrection of Newcastle United
Newcastle United 1892
Newcastle United FC Executive Planner, Newcastle United Football Club, Newcastle United FC Diary, Newcastle United FC Planner, Newcastle United FC
Fifty Years of Hurt
When I Grow Up I'm Going to Play for Newcastle
The Official Newcastle United F.C. Soccer Calendar 2022 2021 IMAGE FOR ILLUSTRATIVE PURPOSES
This is the full story, unofficial and uncensored, of one of the greatest football clubs in the country. From its birth in the 1890s to its rebirth in the 1990s and up to season 2003-4, The Toon tells of a small soccer club, long in the shadow of an enormous rival, which grew to eclipse that rival - and every other club in Great Britain. Roger Hutchinson brings to life the sensational early successes of Newcastle United, recreating the great Anglo-Scottish team
which dominated the Football League before the First World War. He vividly describes the helter-skelter attacking sides of the 1930s and the Cup giants of the 1950s, and gives us the European conquerors of the 1960s and the squads of the 1970s and '80s, before showing us how today's cosmopolitan side of title-chasing internationals was built.This lively, hard-hitting book portrays the brilliant management of such legends as Frank Watt and takes us
down through the thrilling decades right up to the reign of Sir Bobby Robson. In its pages we see the educated play of Andy Aitken and Colin Veitch; we watch as the fast and furious centre-forward play of Jock Peddie paves the way for the era of the great Hughie Gallacher and the unique Jackie Milburn. It assesses the merits of all of their heirs, from Keegan to Beardsley, from Macdonald to Shearer, from Moncur to Dyer. Exploring and explaining the lean
years as well as the successful decades, The Toon exposes the bad managers, incompetent directors and players who were unworthy of the black and white stripes. It takes an unflinching look at the lost opportunities and the Geordie footballers who went missing. But it also offers us the geniuses, the household names, the men who have lit up Tyneside and the world beyond in a hundred-year sequence of unforgettable League and Cup campaigns. Most
of all, The Toon looks from the past towards a glorious future.
Shortlisted for the William Hill Sports Book of the Year Award The Sunday Times Sports Book of the Year The Times Sports Book of the Year Telegraph Football Book of the Year 'Ferris's wonderful memoir represents a twin triumph. He has endured every kind of setback in life but has invariably reinvented himself; and his writing is a pure pleasure.' The Sunday Times 'Enough depth and humanity to make your average football autobiography look like a
Ladybird book.' Telegraph 'A masterpiece of the genre' Brian McNally 'Football memoirs rarely produce great literature but Ferris's The Boy on the Shed is a glistening exception.' Guardian 'Fascinating and stylishly told.' David Walsh, The Sunday Times The Boy on the Shed is a story of love and fate. At 16, Paul Ferris becomes Newcastle United's youngest-ever first-teamer. Like many a tricky winger from Northern Ireland, he is hailed as 'the new George
Best'. As a player and later a physio and member of the Magpies' managerial team, Paul's career acquaints him not only with Kevin Keegan, Kenny Dalglish and Bobby Robson, Ruud Gullit, Paul Gascoigne and Alan Shearer but also with injury, insecurity and disappointment. Yet this autobiography is more than a tale of the vagaries of sporting fortune. It begins during 'The Troubles' in a working-class Catholic family in the Protestant town of Lisburn, near
Belfast. After a childhood scarred by his mother's illness and sectarian hatred, Paul meets the love of his life, his future wife Geraldine. Talented and carefree on the pitch, shy and anxious off it, he earns a tilt at stardom. His first spell at Newcastle turns sour, as does his return as a physio, although obtaining a Masters degree shows him what he could achieve away from football. When Paul qualifies as a barrister, a career in Law beckons. Instead, a
craving to prove himself in the game draws him back to St James' Park as part of Shearer's management triumvirate - with unfortunate consequences. Written with brutal candour, dark humour and consummate style, The Boy on the Shed is a riveting and moving account of a life less ordinary
Your Newcastle United FC Weekly Planner allows you to be creative and organise your days in the best possible fashion. Inside your Newcastle United FC Weekly Planner, you can find: Make notes on every day of the week To-do List One week per page 52 Weeks One full page for creativity per week Your Newcastle United FC Weekly Planner is perfect for Home Office School Everyday Life
Newcastle-Upon-Tyne in the Great War
Newcastle United On This Day
Official Newcastle United FC Annual
Newcastle United Football Club Diary
A Complete History of Newcastle United Football Club
Newcastle United FC
Volume three of a bibliography documenting all that has been written in the English language on the history of sport and physical education in Britain. It lists all secondary source material including reference works, in a classified order to meet the needs of the sports historian.
The Official Newcastle United Soccer Annual 2022 looks back on the highs and lows of the most recent campaign. As always, the Annual is packed full with interesting articles, looking at players and eras of days gone by and United's history. Packed with fun quizzes, player profiles, a season review and outstanding photography, it's a read sure to keep all United fans happily entertained. IMAGE OF 2021 ANNUAL FOR ILLUSTRATIVE PURPOSES
Game report sheets to record the most important details of the match and team formation. Make your work easier with a plan of the pitch to draw in the most important moves and a section for notes. This report sheet isn't just for your own team, it also makes keeping an eye on future opponents a lot easier.
British Sport: Local histories
Classic Tyne and Wear Derby Games
Newcastle United Baby Book
Newcastle United Stole My Heart
The Official Newcastle United Annual 2022
Routledge Handbook of Football Marketing
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